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ECONOMICS 

 
Siddhartha Chib and Jeliazkov, I.:  ―Inference in Semiparametric Dynamic Models for Binary Longitudinal 
Data‖, Journal of the American Statistical Association, (2006) 101, 685-700.  

 
Abstract:   This article deals with the analysis of a hierarchical semiparametric model for dynamic binary 
longitudinal responses. The main complicating components of the model are an unknown covariate function 
and serial correlation in the errors. Existing estimation methods for models with these features are of O(N-
cubed), where N is the total number of observations in the sample. Therefore, nonparametric estimation is 
largely infeasible when the sample size is large, as in typical in the longitudinal setting. Here we propose a 
new O(N) Markov chain Monte Carlo based algorithm for estimation of the nonparametric function when the 
errors are correlated, thus contributing to the growing literature on semiparametric and nonparametric 
mixed-effects models for binary data. In addition, we address the problem of model choice to enable the 
formal comparison of our semiparametric model with competing parametric and semiparametric 
specifications. The performance of the methods is illustrated with detailed studies involving simulated and 
real data. 
 
Siddhartha Chib and Greenberg, E.:  ―Analysis of Additive Instrumental Variable Models‖ forthcoming, 
Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics. 

 
Abstract:  This paper is concerned with the Bayesian estimation and comparison of flexible, high 
dimensional multivariate time series models with time varying correlations. The model proposed and 
considered here combines features of the classical factor model with that of the heavy tailed univariate 
stochastic volatility model. A unified analysis of the model, and its special cases, is developed that 
encompasses estimation, filtering and model choice. The centerpieces of the estimation algorithm (which 
relies on MCMC methods) are: (1) a reduced blocking scheme for sampling the free elements of the loading 
matrix and the factors and (2) a special method for sampling the parameters of the univariate SV process. 
The resulting algorithm is scalable in terms of series and factors and simulation-efficient. Methods for 
estimating the log-likelihood function and the filtered values of the time-varying volatilities and correlations 
are also provided.  The performance and effectiveness of the inferential methods are extensively tested 
using simulated data where models up to 50 dimensions and 688 parameters are fit and studied. 
The performance of our model, in relation to various multivariate GARCH models, is also evaluated using a 
real data set of weekly returns on a set of 10 international stock indices. 
We consider the performance along two dimensions: the ability to correctly estimate the conditional 
covariance matrix of future returns and the unconditional and conditional coverage of the 5% and 1% value-
at-risk (VaR) measures of four pre-defined portfolios. 
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Martin Cripps: "Disappearing Private Reputations in Long-Run Relationships" with George Mailath and 
Larry Samuelson, forthcoming, Journal of Economic Theory. 

 
Abstract: For games of public reputation with uncertainty over types and imperfect public monitoring, Cripps, 
Mailath, and Samuelson [4] showed that an informed player facing short-lived uninformed opponents cannot 
maintain a permanent reputation for playing a strategy that is not part of an equilibrium of the game without 
uncertainty over types. This paper extends that result to games in which the uninformed player is long-lived 
and has private beliefs, so that the informed player's reputation is private. The rate at which reputations 
disappear is uniform across equilibria and reputations also disappear in sufficiently long discounted finitely-
repeated games. 
 
Brian McManus: "Nonlinear Pricing in an Oligopoly Market: The Case of Specialty Coffee" forthcoming, 
RAND Journal of Economics. 

 
Abstract:   Firms that practice second-degree price discrimination may distort product characteristics away 
from their efficient levels (e.g., the small version of a product is "too small").  This paper offers the first 
empirical study of this product design issue.  Using data from a specialty coffee market, I estimate a 
structural utility model that allows for consumer screening under vertical preference heterogeneity.  
Comparisons of cost data and the estimated benefits from changing product characteristics confirm some of 
the central predictions of nonlinear pricing theory.  Product design distortions are relatively large for drinks 
that are not the most profitable but over which the firms hold market power.  As drink size increases, the 
estimated distortions decrease toward zero for the drinks with the largest price-cost margins. This result 
provides empirical support for the "no distortion at the top" prediction from theory. 

 

FINANCE 

 
Charles Cuny: "Why Derivatives on Derivatives? The Case of Spread Futures", Journal of Financial 
Intermediation, January 2006. 

 
Abstract:  Recently, calendar spread futures, futures contracts whose underlying asset is the difference of 
two futures contracts with different delivery dates, have been successfully introduced for a number of 
financial futures contracts traded on the Chicago Board of Trade. A spread futures contract is not an obvious 
financial innovation, as it is a derivative on a derivative security: a spread futures position can be replicated 
by taking positions in the two underlying futures contracts, both of which may already be quite liquid. This 
paper provides a motivation for this innovation, demonstrating how the introduction of spread futures can, by 
changing the relative trading patterns of hedgers and informed traders, affect equilibrium bid-ask spreads, 
improve hedger welfare, and potentially improve market-maker expected profits. These results are robust 
both to allowing serial correlation of asset price changes, and investor preference for skewness. 

 

Radha Gopalan:  ―Affiliated Firms and Financial Support:  Evidence from Indian Business Groups‖, joint 
with Vikram Nanda and Amit Seru, forthcoming, Journal of Financial Economics. 

Abstract: We investigate the functioning of internal capital markets in Indian Business Groups. We document 
that intra-group loans are an important means of transferring cash across group firms and that such 
transfers are typically used to support the financially weaker firms. Groups significantly increase the extent 
of loans when member firms are hit with a negative earnings shock. Consistent with a support motive, 
loans tend to be made on favorable terms (typically at zero interest) and loan inflows significantly 
reduce the bankruptcy probability. Loans are not, in general, used to fund investment opportunities or 
to tunnel resources. Evidence suggests that an important reason for support may be to avoid group firm 
default and consequent negative spillovers to the group. The first bankruptcy in a group is followed by a 
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significant drop in the amount of external finance raised, a discontinuous drop in investments and profits, 
and an increase in the bankruptcy probability of other healthy firms in the group. Moreover, consistent 
with spillovers on account of negative information, we find that consequences are more severe for firms 
with closer managerial links to the bankrupt firm. 
 
Dirk Hackbarth: ―Can the Tradeoff Theory Explain Debt Structure?‖ with C. Hennessy and H. Leland, 
forthcoming, Review of Financial Studies. 

Abstract: We examine the optimal mixture and priority structure of bank and market debt using a tradeoff 
model where banks have the unique ability to renegotiate outside formal bankruptcy. Flexible bank debt 
offers a superior tradeoff between tax shields and bankruptcy costs. Ease of renegotiation limits bank debt 
capacity, however. Optimal debt structure hinges upon which party has bargaining power in private 
workouts. Weak firms have high bank debt capacity and utilize bank debt exclusively. Strong firms lever up 
to their (lower) bank debt capacity, augment with market debt, and place the bank senior. Therefore, the 
tradeoff theory offers an explanation for: (i) why young/small firms use bank debt exclusively; (ii) why 
large/mature firms employ mixed debt financing; and (iii) why bank debt is senior. The tradeoff theory also 
generates predictions consistent with international evidence. In countries where the bankruptcy regime 
entails soft (tough) enforcement of contractual priority, bank debt capacity is low (high), implying greater 
(less) reliance on market debt. 

Ohad Kadan: "Equilibrium in the Two Player k-Double Auction with Affiliated Private Values", forthcoming, 
Journal of Economic Theory. 

Abstract:  We present sufficient conditions for the existence of an increasing equilibrium in the two player k-
double auction with affiliated private values. In the case k∈ {0,1} there exists a unique equilibrium in non-
dominated strategies. Applying this equilibrium, we provide a detailed example illustrating how dependence 
level affects strategic bidding. In the case k∈ {0,1} we prove existence of a continuum of strictly increasing 
equilibria, and illustrate them using an example. Furthermore, we show that equilibria in the case of 
independent private values are pointwise limits of equilibria with strictly affiliated private values. 

Lubomir Litov:  "Large Investors, Marketing  Manipulation, and Limits to Arbitrage: An Anatomy of Market 
Corners" with J. Mei and F. Allen, forthcoming, Review of Finance. 

 
Abstract: "Corners were prevalent in the nineteenth and early twentieth century.  We first develop a rational 
expectations model of corners and show that they can arise as the result of rational behavior.  Then using a 
novel hand-collected data set we investigate price and trading behavior around several well-known stock 
market and commodity corners which occurred between 1863 and 1980. We find strong evidence that large 
investors and corporate insiders possess market power that allowed them to manipulate prices. 
Manipulation leading to a market corner tends to increase market volatility and has an adverse price impact 
on other assets. We also find that the presence of large investors makes it risky for would-be short sellers to 
trade against the mispricing. Therefore, regulators and exchanges need to be concerned about ensuring that 
corners do not take place since they are accompanied by severe price distortions." 

Hong Liu:  ―An analysis of VaR-based capital requirements (joint with Domenico Cuoco),‖ Journal of 
Financial Intermediation, June 2006. 

Abstract: We study the behavior of a financial institution subject to capital requirements based on self 
reported VaR measures, as in the Basel Committee‘s Internal Models Approach. We view these capital 
requirements and the associated backtesting procedure as a mechanism designed to induce financial 
institutions to reveal the risk of their investments and to support this risk with adequate levels of capital. 
Accordingly, we consider the simultaneous choice of an optimal dynamic reporting and investment strategy. 
Overall, we find that VaR-based capital requirements can be very effective not only in curbing portfolio risk 
but also in inducing revelation of this risk. 
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Hong Liu:  ―So What Orders Do Informed Traders Use?‖, joint with Ron Kaniel, Journal of Business, July 
2006. 

Abstract: We present a simple, Glosten-Milgrom type equilibrium model to analyze the decision of informed 
traders on whether to use limit or market orders. We show that even after incorporating an order‘s price 
impact, not only may informed traders prefer to use limit orders, but the probability that they submit limit 
orders can be so high that limit orders convey more information than market orders. We further show that 
the horizon of the private information is critical for this decision and is positively related to the use of limit 
orders. Our empirical analysis using TORQ suggests that informed traders do prefer limit orders to market 
orders and that limit orders are indeed more informative. Our model is in contrast to the literature that 
assumes that informed traders use market orders only and the literature that examines the limit order versus 
the market order decision of uninformed traders. 

Hong Liu:  ―Rational Inattention and Portfolio Selection, joint with Lixin Huang, forthcoming, Journal of 
Business.  

Abstract:  Costly information acquisition makes it rational for investors to obtain important economic news 
only with limited frequency or limited accuracy. We show that this rational inattention to important news may 
make investors overinvest or underinvest. In addition, the optimal trading strategy is myopic with respect to 
future news frequency and news accuracy. We find that the optimal news frequency is nonmonotonic in 
news accuracy and investment horizon. Furthermore, when both news frequency and news accuracy are 
endogenized, an investor with a higher risk aversion or a longer investment horizon chooses less frequent 
but more accurate periodic news updates.  

Todd Milbourn:  ―Asymmetric Benchmarking in Compensation:  Executives are Rewarded for Good Luck 
But Not Penalized for Bad‖, with Gerald Garvey, Journal of Financial Economics, 82-1, October 2006, 

197-226. 

Abstract:  Principal-agent theory suggests that a manager should be paid relative to a benchmark that 
removes the effect of market or sector performance on the firm's own performance. Recently, it has been 
argued that such indexation is not observed in the data because executives can set pay in their own 
interests; that is, they can enjoy ―pay for luck‖ as well as ―pay for performance.‖ We first show that this 
argument is incomplete. The positive expected return on stock markets reflects compensation for bearing 
systematic risk. If executives‘ pay is tied to market movements, they can only expect to receive the market-
determined return for risk-bearing. This argument, however, assumes that executive pay is tied to bad luck 
as well as to good luck. If executives can truly influence the setting of their pay, they will seek to have their 
performance benchmarked only when it is in their interest, namely, when the benchmark has fallen. Using 
industry benchmarks, we find significantly less pay for luck when luck is down (in which case, pay for luck 
would reduce compensation) than when it is up. These empirical results are robust to a variety of alternative 
hypotheses and robustness checks, and they suggest that the average executive loses 25–45% less pay 
from bad luck than is gained from good luck.  
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Todd Milbourn:  ―Credit Ratings as Coordination Mechanisms‖, with Arnoud Boot and Anjolein Schmeits, 
Review of Financial Studies, 19-1, 81-118, Spring 2006. 

Abstract:  In this article, we provide a novel rationale for credit ratings. The rationale that we propose is that 
credit ratings serve as a coordinating mechanism in situations where multiple equilibria can obtain. We show 
that credit ratings provide a ‗‗focal point‘‘ for firms and their investors, and explore the vital, but previously 
overlooked implicit contractual relationship between a credit rating agency (CRA) and a firm through its 
credit watch procedures. Credit ratings can help fix the desired equilibrium and as such play an 
economically meaningful role. Our model provides several empirical predictions and insights regarding the 
expected price impact of rating changes. 
 
Anjan Thakor:  ―Why do Firms Issue Equity?‖ with Amy Dittmar, forthcoming, Journal of Finance, 

February 2007 (lead article). 
 
Abstract:  Recent empirical research provides evidence against both the tradeoff and pecking-order theories 
of security issuance, leaving an important gap in our understanding of why and when firms issue equity.  
The only explanation currently in vogue appears to be that firms issue equity when their stock prices are 
high because managers are attempting to time the market that they believe is populated by irrational 
investors. In this paper, we propose an alternative theory that is consistent with recent empirical findings 
regarding the relation between prices and equity issuance and empirically examine whether our theory has 
incremental explanatory power relative to the timing hypothesis. Our theory predicts that managers use 
equity to finance projects when they believe that investors‘ views about project payoffs are most likely to be 
aligned with theirs. Otherwise, they use debt. We find strong empirical support for this prediction and 
discover that it has incremental explanatory power over market timing in explaining which firms issue equity 
and which firms do not. 
 
Anjan Thakor:  ―Relationship Banking, Fragility and the Asset-Liability Matching Problem‖, with Fenghua 
Song, forthcoming, Review of Financial Studies. 

 
Abstract:  We address a fundamental question in relationship banking: why do banks that make relationship 
loans finance themselves primarily with core deposits and when would it be optimal to finance such loans 
with purchased money? We show that not only are relationship loans informationally opaque and illiquid, but 
require the relationship between the bank and the borrower to endure in order for the bank to add value. 
However, the informational opacity of relationship loans gives rise to endogenous withdrawal risk that makes 
the bank fragile.  Core deposits are an attractive funding source for such loans because the bank provides 
liquidity services to core depositors and this diminishes the likelihood of premature deposit withdrawal, 
thereby facilitating the continuity of relationship loans. That is, we show that banks will wish to match the 
highest value-added liabilities with the highest value-added loans and that doing so simultaneously 
minimizes the bank's fragility due to withdrawal risk and maximizes the value the bank adds in relationship 
lending. We also examine the impact of interbank competition on the bank's asset-liability matching and 
extract numerous testable predictions. 
 
 
Anjan Thakor:  ―The Economic Reality of Securities Class Action Litigation‖, (joint with Jeffrey Nielsen and 
David Gulley), Monograph, published as a Monograph by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce Institute of 
Legal Reform, October 2005 

 
Abstract:  Unlike conventional fraud claims, which seek to disgorge wrongful gains from the perpetrator of 
the fraud, securities class action claims usually entail situations in which the supposed illicit gains are 
received by innocent investors, who sold securities at allegedly inflated prices, rather than by the company 
officials who allegedly committed the fraud.

 
 Consequently, diversified investors – such as large institutional 

investors – who ―lose‖ on one transaction (i.e., from buying a security at what is alleged to be an artificially 

inflated price) are eligible to recover damages under the law while they are, at the same time, permitted to  
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keep gains received from separate ―winning‖ transactions (i.e., from selling a security at what is alleged to 

be an artificially inflated price). This paper empirically demonstrates that: 
 
(1) Diversified investors, such as large institutional investors, generally break even from their investments in 
common stocks impacted by fraud allegations even prior to considering any recoveries through litigation.

 

(2) Large institutional investors are, in fact, often overcompensated as a result of litigation. 
(3) The net trading losses realized by large institutional investors from alleged fraud pale in comparison to 
claimed (gross) losses. 
(4) To the extent net trading losses do result from alleged securities fraud, they arise primarily from the 
issuance of new common shares while the alleged fraud is ongoing. 
(5) Individuals who do not have diversified holdings are exposed to greater risk from securities fraud 
because they lack the natural ―hedge‖ that exists within large, diversified portfolios. 
 
Anjan Thakor:  “Discussion of ‗Is the U.S. Going Bankrupt?‘ by Lawrence Kotlikoff‖, Federal Reserve 
Bank of St. Louis Review, 88-4, July/August 2006, pp 251-258. 

 
Abstract:  This article provides an assessment of Lawrence Kotlikoff‘s argument that the U.S. is bankrupt.  
The main point is that there is no analog to corporate bankruptcy in the context of sovereign nations and that 
Kotlikoff‘s argument apparently does not distinguish between financial distress, bankruptcy and liquidation; 
these distinctions are central to Kotlikoff‘s thesis.  I also evaluate Kotlikoff‘s proposals for reform. 
 
Guofu Zhou:  ―Asymmetries in Stock Returns:  Statistical Tests and Economic Evaluation‖, with Yongmiao 
Hong and Jun Tu, forthcoming in The Review of Financial Studies. 

 
Abstract:  this paper, we provide a model-free test for asymmetric correlations in which stocks move more 
often with the market when the market goes down than when it goes up. We also provide such tests for 
asymmetric betas and covariances. In addition, we evaluate the economic significance of incorporating 
asymmetries into investment decisions. When stocks are sorted by size, book-to- market and momentum, 
we find strong evidence of asymmetry for both the size and momentum portfolios, but no evidence for the 
book-to-market portfolios. Moreover, the asymmetries can be of substantial economic importance for an 
investor with a disappointment aversion preference of Ang, Bekaert and Liu (2005). If the investors's 
felicity function is of the power utility form and if his coefficient of disappointment aversion is between 0.55 
and 0.25, he can achieve over 2% annual certainty-equivalent gains when he switches from a belief in 
symmetric stock returns into a belief in asymmetric ones. 
 
Guofu Zhou:  ―Estimating and Testing Beta Pricing Models:  Alternative Methods and Their Performance in 
Simulations‖, with Jay Shanken, forthcoming in the Journal of Financial Economics. 

 
Abstract: In this paper, we provide a comprehensive theoretical and small sample study of the Fama and 
MacBeth (1973) two-pass procedure that is fundamental in understanding to what extent cross-sectional 
expected returns/values are explained by certain factor attributes. While existing studies use almost 
exclusively this procedure, we show that alternative two-pass methods can have better small sample 
performance. In addition, we provide tractable GMM approaches that accommodate conditional 
heteroscedasticity of the data. Moreover, the risk premium estimates and t-ratios of the Fama and MacBeth 
procedure provide no information on whether the model is misspecified or not, and they can be misleadingly 
interpreted if the model is indeed misspecified. We not only provide formal model misppecification tests, but 
also how that various estimation methods are useful in detecting model misppecification. 
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MARKETING 

Tat Chan: "An Econometric Model of Location and Pricing in The Gasoline Market" with V. Padmanabhan, 
P.B. Seetharaman, Journal of Marketing Research. 

 
Abstract:  We propose an econometric model of both the geographic locations of gasoline retailers in 
Singapore, as well as price competition between these retailers conditional on their geographic locations. 
Although market demand for gasoline are not observed, we are able to infer the effects of such demand 
from stations‘ location and pricing decisions using available data on local market-level demographics. Using 
the proposed location model, that is based on the assumption of social welfare maximization by a policy 
planner, we find that local potential gasoline demand depends positively on the following local demographic 
characteristics of the neighborhood: population, median income, number of cars, proximity to airport, 
downtown and highways. Using the proposed pricing model, that is based on the assumption of Bertrand 
competition between retail chains, we find retail margins for gasoline to be about 21%. We also find that 
consumers are willing to travel up to a mile for a price saving of 3 cents per liter. Using the estimates of our 
econometric model, we answer counterfactual questions pertaining to a recent merger between two firms in 
the industry. Answering these questions has important policy implications for both gasoline firms and policy 
makers in Singapore. 
 
Tat Chan:  ―Learning, Private Information and the Economic Evaluation of Randomized Experiments‖, with 
Barton Hamilton, forthcoming in Journal of Political Economy, December 2006. 

 
Abstract:  Many randomized experiments are plagued by attrition, even among subjects receiving more 
effective treatments.  We estimate the subject‘s utility associated with the receipt of treatment, as revealed 
by dropout behavior, to evaluate treatment effects.  Utility is a function of both ―publicly observed‖ outcomes 
and side effects privately observed by the subject.  We analyze an influential AIDS clinical trial, ACTG 175, 
and show that for many subjects, AZT yields the highest level of utility despite having the smallest impact on 
the publicly observed outcome due to mild side effects. Moreover, although subjects enter the experiment 
uncertain of treatment effectiveness (and often the treatment received), the learning process implies that 
early dropout in ACTG 175 is primarily driven by side effects, while later attrition reflects declining treatment 
effectiveness. 
 
 

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 
 
 
William Bottom:  ―Building a pathway to cooperation:  Negotiation and social exchange between principal 
and agent‖, with Holloway, J., Miller, G. J., Mislin, A., & Whitford, A., Administrative Science Quarterly, 51: 

29-58 (2006). 
 
Abstract:  This paper examines contracting between a principal and an agent from the perspective of both 
social exchange theory and rational choice theory.  Two experiments were conducted that tested competing 
predictions from the two theories.  The first study examined effort decisions made by an agent under a 
series of contracts that varied in social context and compensation structure.  The second experiment 
examined the negotiation of a compensation scheme between a principal and an agent and the agent‘s 
subsequent contract fulfillment, to test the mediating effects of verbal communication between parties on 
contracting and contract fulfillment.  Both studies yielded results consistent with social exchange theory.  
Exchange theory appears to provide a better basis for deriving principles of organization design than rational 
choice. 
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Judi McLean Parks:   ―Racial differences in perceptions of behavioral integrity:  Attitudinal consequences, 
in-group effects, and ―trickle down‖ among black and non-black employees‖, Journal of Applied 
Psychology. 

 
Abstract:  Recent research suggests that employees are highly affected by perceptions of their managers‘ 
pattern of word-action consistency, which Simons (2002) called ―behavioral integrity‖ (BI).  We suggest that 
some employee racial groups may be more attentive to BI than others.  We test this notion using data from 
1,944 employees working at 107 different hotels.  We found that black employees rated their managers as 
demonstrating lower BI than did non-black employees.  Mediation analyses are consistent with the notion 
that these differences in perceived BI, in turn, account for cross-race differences in trust in management, 
interpersonal justice, commitment, satisfaction, and intent to stay.  Results of Hierarchical Linear Modeling 
were consistent with the idea that middle managers‘ perceptions of their senior managers‘ BI ―trickle down‖ 
to affect line employee perceptions of the middle managers, and that this trickledown effect is stronger for 
black employees.  We interpret these results as indicative of heightened sensitivity to managers‘ BI on the 
part of black employees.  We also found a reverse in-group effect, in that black employees were 
substantially more critical of black managers than were non-black employees.   
 
Raymond Sparrowe:  ‖Leader-member exchange, differentiation, and task interdependence: Implications fir 
individual and group performance‖, with Liden, R. C., Erdogan, B., Wayne, S. J., forthcoming, Journal of 
Organizational Behavior. 

 
Abstract: We investigated the effects of leader-member exchange (LMX) differentiation on individual and 
group performance with a sample of 120 work groups consisting of 834 employees who represented 6 
different organizations. LMX differentiation was defined as the degree of variability in the quality of LMX 
relationships formed within work groups. Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM) results did not indicate support 
for a main effect of LMX differentiation on individual performance.  Rather, the results demonstrated that 
LMX moderated the relation between LMX differentiation and individual performance, such that increases in 
LMX differentiation were accompanied by increases in individual performance for low LMX members, but no 
change in individual performance for high LMX members.  At the group level, there was not a main effect for 
LMX differentiation on group performance.  However, the hierarchical regression results revealed that the 
relation between LMX differentiation and group performance was moderated by task interdependence, such 
that for groups high in task interdependence, the greater the differentiation among group members, the 
higher the performance of the group. Conversely, for groups with relatively lower levels of task 
interdependence, differentiation among subordinates was not related to group performance. Finally, LMX 
differentiation was positively related to group performance in groups with a low LMX median, but was not 
related to performance in groups with a high LMX median.  

 

OPERATIONS AND MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT 

 
Panos Kouvelis:  "Modeling and Managing the Percentage of Satisfied Customers in Hidden and Revealed 
Waiting Line Systems," with Chester Chambers, in Production and Operations Management, 2006 

15,1, 2004, 103-116. 
 
Abstract: We perform an analysis of various queueing systems with an emphasis on estimating a single 
performance metric. This metric is defined to be the percentage of customers whose actual waiting time was 
less than their individual waiting time threshold. We label this metric the Percentage of Satisfied Customers 
(PSC.) This threshold is a reflection of the customers' expectation of a reasonable waiting time in the system 
given its current state. Cases in which no system state information is available to the customer are referred 
to as ―hidden queues.‖ For such systems, the waiting time threshold is independent of the length of the 
waiting line, and it is randomly drawn from a distribution of threshold values for the customer population. The 
literature generally assumes that such thresholds are exponentially distributed. For these cases, we derive 
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closed form expressions for our performance metric for a variety of possible service time distributions. We 
also relax this assumption for cases where service times are exponential and derive closed form results for a 
large class of threshold distributions. We analyze such queues for both single and multi-server systems. We 
refer to cases in which customers may observe the length of the line as ―revealed‖ queues.‖ We perform a 
parallel analysis for both single and multi-server revealed queues. The chief distinction is that for these 
cases, customers may develop threshold values that are dependent upon the number of customers in the 
system upon their arrival. The new perspective this paper brings to the modeling of the performance of 
waiting line systems allows us to rethink and suggest ways to enhance the effectiveness of various 
managerial options for improving the service quality and customer satisfaction of waiting line systems. We 
conclude with many useful insights on ways to improve customer satisfaction in waiting line situations that 
follow directly from our analysis. 
 
Panos Kouvelis:  "Manufacturing Operations Manuscripts Published in the First 52 Issues of POM: review, 
Trends, and Opportunities,"  with Chester Chambers and Dennis Z. Yu , in Production and Operations 
Management, 2006, 14,4, 2005, 450-467. 

Abstract:  We review the manuscripts accepted for publication by the Manufacturing Operations Department 
of Production and Operations Management (POM) over 13 years (1992–2004). The manuscripts managed 
by this department deal with topics including scheduling, manufacturing systems management, inventory 
control and capacity management, maintenance management, and teaching and applications. In the 
process of this review, we highlight the significant contribution of POM to the field of operations 
management and illustrate how this body of work has served to further the mission of the journal and 
department. We then offer comments regarding characterizations of these manuscripts and a few ideas on 
how to expand this body of work in the future to further the mission of the journal. 
 
Panos Kouvelis:  "On the Integration of Production and Financial Hedging Decisions in Global Markets," 
with Ling Dong and Qing Ding, forthcoming, Operations Research. 

 
Abstract:  We study the integrated operational and financial hedging decisions faced by a global firm who 
sells to both home and foreign markets. Production occurs either at a single facility located in one of the 
markets, or at two facilities, one in each market. The company has to invest in capacity before the selling 
season starts when the demand in both markets and the currency exchange rate are uncertain. The 
currency exchange rate risk can be hedged by delaying allocation of the capacity to specific markets until 
both the currency and demand uncertainties are resolved and/or by buying financial option contracts on the 
currency exchange rate when capacity commitment is made. A mean-variance utility function is used to 
model the firm‘s risk aversion in decision making. We derive the joint optimal capacity and financial option 
decision, and analyze the impact of the delayed allocation option and the financial options on capacity 
commitment and the firm‘s performance. We show that the firm‘s financial hedging strategy ties closely to, 
and can have both quantitative and qualitative impact on the firm‘s operational strategy. The use, or lack of 
use of financial hedges, can go beyond affecting the magnitude of capacity levels by altering global supply 
chain structural choices, such as the desired location and number of production facilities to be employed to 
meet global demand. 
 
Panos Kouvelis:  "Quality Based Competition, Profitability and Variable Costs", with Chester Chambers 
and John Semple, forthcoming, Management Science. 

 
Abstract: We consider the impact of variable production costs on competitive behavior in a duopoly where 
manufacturers compete on quality and price in a two-stage game. In the pricing stage, we make no 

assumptions regarding these costs⎯ other than they are positive and increasing in quality⎯ and no 

assumptions about whether or not the market is covered. In the quality stage, we investigate a broad family 
of variable cost functions and show how the shape of these functions impacts equilibrium product positions, 
profits, market coverage, and the possibility of leapfrogging. We find that seemingly slight changes to the 
cost function‘s curvature can produce dramatically different equilibrium outcomes, including the degree of 
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quality differentiation, which competitor is more profitable (the one offering higher or lower quality), and the 
nature of the market itself (covered or uncovered). Our model helps predict and explain the diversity of 
outcomes we see in practice, something the previous literature has been unable to do. 
 
Panos Kouvelis:  "Line Balancing in a Just-In-Time production Environment: Balancing Multiple U-Lines," 
with W.C.Chiang and T.Urban, forthcoming, IIE Transactions. 

 
Abstract: The introduction of multiple, independent production lines has helped many firms increase their 
production flexibility, provide for redundancy in case of equipment breakdown, reduce idle time and labor 

costs, and achieve many other benefits. This paper introduces and formalizes the multiple U-line balancing 
problem. Optimal solution methodologies are provided for Type I (minimize the number of stations for a 
given cycle time), Type II (minimize the cycle time for a given number of stations), and cost-minimization 
line-balancing problems. A branch-and-bound algorithm is also developed for the situation in which 
equipment requirements are dependent on the line configuration and the task assignment to stations.  
Computational results indicate that the greatest benefit of exploiting multiple lines occurs for smaller cycle-
time problems that require higher output. 
 
Tava Olsen:  ―Multi-Product Systems with Both Setup Times and Costs: Fluid Bounds and Schedules,‖ with 
W.-M. Lan.  Operations Research, May/June 2006, Vol. 54, No. 3, pp. 505-522.  
 

Abstract:  This paper considers a multi-product, single-server production system where both setup times and 
costs are incurred whenever the server changes product.  The system is make-to-order with a per unit 
backlogging cost.  The objective is to minimize the long-run average cost per unit time.  Using a fluid model, 
we provide a closed-form lower bound on system performance.  This bound is also shown to provide a lower 
bound for stochastic systems when scheduling is local or static, but is only an approximation when 
scheduling is global or dynamic.  The fluid bound suggests both local and global scheduling heuristics, 
which are tested for the stochastic system via a simulation study.   
 
Tava Olsen:  ―Service Level Agreements in Call Centers: Perils and Prescriptions,‖ with J. Milner,  
forthcoming, Management Science. 
 

Abstract:  A call  center with both contract and non-contract customers was giving priority to the contract 
customers only in off-peak hours, precisely when having priority was least important.  In this paper we 
investigate whether this is rational behavior on the part of the call center and what the implications are for 
customers.  In particular, we show that under contracts on the percentile of delay, which are commonly used 
in the call-center industry, this is rational behavior, at least under the approximating asymptotic regime 
considered in the paper.  We then suggest other contracts that do not result in this type of undesirable 
behavior from a contract customer's perspective.  We compare the performance of the different contracts in 
terms of mean, variance, and outer percentiles of delay for both customer types using both numerical and 
asymptotic heavy-traffic analyses.  We argue that including terms reflecting the second moment of delay in a 
contract would be beneficial to contract customers and, in a sense, fairer. 

 

STRATEGY 

Daniel Elfenbein: ―Publications, Patents, and the Market for University Inventions,‖ forthcoming, Journal of 
Economic Behavior and Organization. 
 

Abstract: This paper examines factors that influence the likelihood of a university invention being licensed.  
Inventors‘ prior academic output is positively correlated with the likelihood that their new technologies will be 
licensed, but is uncorrelated with the payments specified by the license contract or the returns of the 
technology to the university.  This suggests that inventors‘ academic status attracts the attention of potential 
licensees, but does not necessarily change their inferences about the quality of technologies for sale.   
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Additionally, patent grants are associated with significant increases in the rate at which technologies are 
licensed and are most important for inexperienced inventors. 

 

Books & Conference Volumes 

 

ECONOMICS 

Siddhartha Chib and Greenberg, E.:  ―Hierarchical Bayes Modeling,‖ Palgrave Dictionary in Economics 

(2nd ed.), (2006) in press. 
 
Siddhartha Chib and Greenberg, E.: ―MCMC Methods,‖ Palgrave Dictionary in Economics (2nd ed.), (2006) 

in press.  
 
 

FINANCE 

 

Anjan Thakor, Camerson, K.S. and Quinn, R.E.: ―Competing Values Leadership: Creating Value in 

Organizations‖, Edward Elgar Publishing Ltd.  (First Publication Date: August 2006). 

Anjan Thakor, Boquist, J. and Milbourn, T.:  ―The Value Sphere: The Corporate Executive‘s Handbook for 

Creating and Retaining Shareholder Wealth‖, VIA Press.  (First Publication Date: January 2000), (Third 
edition - revised 2006). 

 

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 

 

William Bottom:   ―Before the Ford Foundation:  Development of the Research Based 

Model of Business Education‖   In K. M. Weaver (ed.), Proceedings of the Sixty-fifth Annual Meeting of the 
Academy of Management (2006). 
 
Chris Long,  Bendersky, C., and Morrill, C.: “Fair Control: Complementarities between Managerial Controls 

and Employees‘ Fairness Evaluations.‖  In K. M. Weaver (ed.), Proceedings of the Sixty-fifth Annual Meeting 
of the Academy of Management (2006). 
 

OPERATIONS AND MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT 

Panos Kouvelis:  "On the Globalization of Operations and Supply Chain Strategies: A Conceptual 
Framework and Its Application," (with J.Niederhoff) in H.L.Lee and C-Y.Lee(Eds.) Building Supply Chain 
Excellence in Emerging Economies , Chapter 1, 1-34, Springer (forthcoming).
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Conference Acceptances/Presentations 

 

ACCOUNTING 

Ron King:  Presented ―An experimental investigation of gatekeeper bargaining: Implications for the 

rules/principles and social norms debate‖ co-authored with Amy Choy at University of Alberta (June 12, 
2006) and University of British Columbia (June 19, 2006). 
 
Tzachi Zach:  Presented ―Information externalities in capital markets:  The economic determinants of 

supplier‘s stock price reaction to their major customers‘ information events‖, in the Weekly Accounting 
Research Review. 
 

ECONOMICS 

 
Siddhartha Chib:  Presented ―Estimation and Model Choice in Nonparametric Additive Regression‖ at the 

IMS-WNAR Meetings, Flagstaff, June 2006  
 
Siddhartha Chib:  Presented ―Estimation and Model Choice in Nonparametric Additive Regression‖ at the 

NBER-NSF SBIES, Iowa, April 2006  

Amanda Friedendberg:   Presented ―Optimal Retrospective Voting‖  and  ―Can Hidden Variables Explain 

Correlation‖ at Berkeley, UCLA and Davis (May 2006). 

Amanda Friedendberg:   Presented ―Interactive Decision Theory for Choquet Expected Utility Players‖ at 
the North American Econometric Society Meetings (June 2006). 

Amanda Friedendberg:  Presented ―Optimal Retrospective Voting‖ at the European Econometric Society 
Meetings (August 2006). 

Gautam Gowrisankaran:  Presented "Dynamics of Consumer Demand for Durable Goods," at Arizona, 
Johns Hopkins, Purdue, UCLA, and Stanford. 

Glenn MacDonald:  Presented "Do new competitors, new customers, new suppliers,... sustain, destroy or 

create competitive advantage?" at Emory‘s Guizetta School, Yale SOM‘s Economics and Strategy seminar, 
Harvard Business School‘s Strategy unit seminar, and Olin‘s Strategy seminar. 

Glenn MacDonald:  ―Featured Discussant‖ at the 2006 Atlanta Competitive Advantage Conference. 

Glenn MacDonald:  Organized the Second Annual CRES Conference on the Foundations of Strategy, and 

co-organized the conference The Evolution of Ideas in Innovation & Entrepreneurship, June 2006. 

Brian McManus: Presented paper and discussed "Competition and Crowding-Out among Public, Non-

Profit, and For-Profit Organizations: Evidence from Outpatient Substance Abuse Treatment" at the  
International Industrial Organization Conference in April 2006 
 
Brian McManus:  Presented paper and discussed "Competition and Crowding-Out among Public, Non-

Profit, and For-Profit Organizations: Evidence from Outpatient Substance Abuse Treatment." at  the Univ 
Arizona in April 2006. 

http://www.olin.wustl.edu/faculty/conferences/CRES-gort/schedule.cfm
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Brian McManus:   Presented "Technology Diffusion and Market Structure: Evidence from Infertility 

Treatment Markets" at the Annual Health Economics Conference in March 2006.  
 
Jeroen Swinkels:  Presented "Moral Hazard with Bounded Payments" at Princeton, and has an upcoming 

presentation at Stanford's Accounting Camp. 
 
Jeroen Swinkels:  Presented ―Moral Hazard with Bounded Payments‖, joint with Ohad Kadan, at the 

Stanford Accounting Summer Camp, and at Princeton.  Also has upcoming talks at the University of Chicago 
and Yale. 

 

FINANCE 

Charles Cuny:   Presented "A Theory of Private Equity Turnarounds" (with Eli Talmor) at Journal of 
Corporate Finance Special Issue on Private Equity, LBOs and Governance Conference in April 2006 

Radhakrishnan Gopalan: Presented "Reputation and Spillovers: Evidence from Indian Business Groups" 

with Vikram Nanda and Amit Seru at the Financial Intermediation Research Society Conference at 
Shanghai, China on June 2, 2006. 

Radhakrishnan Gopalan: Presented "Large Shareholder Trading and Takeovers: The Disciplinary Role of 

Voting With Your Feet" at the Batten Young Scholars Conference in the College of William and Mary on 
June 16, 2006. 

Radhakrishnan Gopalan:  Discussed "Managerial Hedging and Portfolio Monitoring" at the Western 

Finance Association Meeting in Keystone, Colorado on June 23, 2006. 
  
Radhakrishnan Gopalan: Presenting "Do Business Groups Pay Dividends to Fund Investments?" with 

Vikram Nanda and Amit Seru at the American Finance Association Annual Meetings at Chicago in January 
2007.  
 
Todd Gormley:  Presented ―Corporate Bonds:  A Spare Tire in Emerging Markets‖ at the Third MTS 

Conference on Financial Markets in Istanbul on July 6-7, 2006. 
 
Todd Gormley:  Presented ―Banking Competition in Developing Countries‖ at the BREAD and CEPR 

Conference on ―Barriers to Entry in the Developing World‖ held in Amsterdam on August 28-29, 2006. 
 
Todd Gormley:  Presented seminars on ―Banking Competition in Developing Countries‖ at the International 

Monetary Fund on August 8, Missouri University on September 29 and the World Bank on October 3, 2006.  
 
Dirk Hackbarth: Presented ``Stock Returns in Mergers and Acquisitions'' with E. Morellec at the UBC 

Summer Finance Conference in Whistler, Canada. August 2006; at the European Finance Association‘s 
Annual Meetings in Zurich, Switzerland, August 2006; and at the UNC/Duke Corporate Finance Conference 
in September 2006.. 
 
Dirk Hackbarth:  Discussed ``Managerial Overconfidence and Corporate Overvaluation'' by I. Ben-David, J. 

Graham, and C. Harvey at the American Finance Association's Annual Meetings in Chicago, IL.  January 
2007 
 
Dirk Hackbarth:  Oct./Nov. 2006: George Mason University, Goethe University (Frankfurt), University of 

Mannheim, Vienna Graduate School of Finance (VGSF). 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=886714
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Ohad Kadan: Presented "Conflicts of Interest and Stock Recommendations the Effect of the Global 

Settlement and Related Regulations" at the conference on conflicts of interest in financial markets at 
Vanderbilt University, April 21, 2006. 
 
Lubomir Litov:   Presented "Corporate Governance and Financing Policy: New Evidence" at the University 

of Minnesota, the Rutgers University and the CRES conference in corporate finance at Washington 
University in St. Louis. 
 
Lubomir Litov:   Presented ‖Financial Accounting Characteristics and Debt Covenants‖ with Richard 

Frankel on September 15, 2006 at the University of Missouri-Columbia. 
 
Lubomir Litov:   Presenting "Corporate Governance and Financing Policy: New Evidence paper at Texas 

Christian University and University of Missouri - Columbia. 
 
Lubomir Litov:  Presenting "Corporate Governance and Managerial Risk Taking: Theory and Evidence" 

with K. John and B. Yeung, at the American Finance Association Meetings, 2007, in Chicago 
 
Todd Milbourn:  Was on the 2006 WFA Program and chaired a session on ―Empirical Banking‖ at the 

conference. 
 
Todd Milbourn:  On the program committee for the 2006 Financial Research Association meeting. 

Anjan Thakor:  ―The Economic Reality of Securities Class Action Litigation‖, presented at the Annual 

Conference of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce Institute for Legal Reform, Washington, D.C., October 2005. 

Anjan Thakor:  ―Dynamic Financial System Architecture: The Co-evolution of Banks and Markets‖, with 

Fenghua Song, presented at a workshop at The Federal Reserve Bank of New York, May 2006. 

Anjan Thakor:  ―Financial Intermediation and Real-Sector Innovation‖, with Fenghua Song, presented at 

The Financial Intermediation Research Society Meeting, Shanghai , CHINA, June 2006. 

Anjan Thakor:  Discussant for ―Capital Market Competition and Capital Regulation‖, by Franklin Allen, 

Elena Carletti and Robert Marquez, RFS Conference at Wharton, September 2006. 

Anjan Thakor:  Discussant for ―Cash in-the-Market Pricing and Optimal Resolution of Bank Failures‖, by 

Viral Acharya and Tanju Yorulmzaer, JFI-BIS Conference in Basel, Switzerland, June 2006. 

Anjan Thakor:  ―Corporate Governance and the Optimal Matching of CEOs and Boards‖, with Fenghua 

Song, presented at the Olin Finance Bag Lunch Workshop, October 2006. 

 

MARKETING 

Dmitri Kuksov:   Discussant for a paper and presentation at SICS (Summer Institute of Competitive 

Strategy) conference at UC Berkeley in June 2006.  
 
Tat Chan, Ping Xiao and Chakravarthi Narasimhan:  Presented their paper "Product Bundles under Three 

Part Tariffs" at the INFORMS, Marketing Science Conference held in Pittsburgh 6/7/06-6/10/06. 
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Chakravarthi Narasimhan and Yuanfang Lin, doctoral student at Olin:   Presented their paper "Retail 

Assortment, Service and Pricing in a Competitive Environment" at the INFORMS, Marketing Science 
Conference held in Pittsburgh 6/7/06-6/10/06. 
 
Chakravarthi Narasimhan:  Featured speaker in the National Asian Pacific Heritage Month celebration at 

Citigroup on May 18, 2006.  His talk was titled "Implications of Globalization in Asia ('Chindia') on Foreign 
Banks"  

 

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 

Stuart Bunderson: Presented his research on ―Why Bureaucratic Teams Might Actually Be Better 

Learners‖ at three universities—INSEAD, the University of Maastricht, and the University of Groningen. 
 
Kurt Dirks: Presented ―Repairing interpersonal trust: Accounts, actions, and attributions‖ at the University of 

Maryland as part of Distinguished Speaker Series. 
 
Judi McLean Parks:  Presented ―Elasticity in the ―Rules of the Game‖:  Exploring organizational 

expedience‖, with Gallagher, Ma and McDonald, at the Academy of Management meetings (OB Division), at 
Atlanta , GA.  
 
Judi McLean Parks:  Presented at the International Association for Conflict Management Meetings (IACM), 

in Montreal, June 2006.  
 
Judi McLean Parks:  Presented ―Being the same and being different simultaneously:  Identifying (or not) 

with the Organization‖, with R. Campagna, D. Gallagher, M. Ma and M. MacDonald, at the International 
Association for Conflict Management Meetings (IACM), Montreal, June 2006.  
 
Judi McLean Parks:  Presented ―Our good name: Organizational identity and reputation repair‖, with R. 

Campagna and f. smith, at the International Association for Conflict Management Meeting (IACM), in 
Montreal, June 2006. 
 

OPERATIONS AND MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT 

Panos Kouvelis:  Presented "On the Integration of Production and Financial Hedging Decisions in Global 

Markets," at The Merage School Of Business, University of California-Irvine, April 26,2006. 
 
Panos Kouvelis:  Presented "Operational Hedging Strategies and Competitive Exposure to Exchange 

Rates," at the Integrated Risk Management in Global Supply Chains conference  at the University of 
Michigan-Ann Arbor, June 4,2006. 
 
Panos Kouvelis with Dennis Z. Yu:  Presented ―Product Line, Pricing, and Capacity Choices of a 

Monopolist Facing Uncertain Demand‖ at the M&SOM Conference in Atlanta, June 19-20,2006. 
 
Panos Kouvelis, Lingxiu Dong, Ping Su:  Presented ―Operational Hedging Strategies and Competitive 

Exposure To Exchange Rates‖ at the M&SOM Conference in Atlanta, June 19-20,2006. 
 
Panos Kouvelis, Zhongjun Tian, Lingxiu Dong:  Presented ―Dynamic Pricing and Inventory Control of 

Substitutable Products‖ at the M&SOM Conference in Atlanta, June 19-20,2006. 
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Tava Olsen: Refereed conference proceedings (plus presentation) "Consumer Behavior in Inventory 

Management", joint work with R. Parker, at the MSOM Conference in Atlanta, June 2006. 
 
Tava Olsen:  Presented "Service Level Agreements in Call Centers: Perils and Prescriptions", joint work 

with J. Milner, at ANZAM OM symposium, June 2006. 
 
 

 
STRATEGY 
 
Dan Elfenbein:  Chaired ―Contracts and Strategy: Where Do We Stand?‖ at the Academy of Management, 

Atlanta, GA, August 14, 2006. 
 
Dan Elfenbein:  Presented ―Contract Structure and Performance: Lessons from Technology Transfer 

Agreements‖ at the Academy of Management, Atlanta, GA, August 14,2006.  
 
Dan Elfenbein:  Facilitator/Discussant: ―Networks: Boundary Problems (Beyond Transaction Costs)‖ at the 

Academy of Management, Atlanta, GA, August 14, 2006.   
 
Jackson Nickerson:  Presented ―Envy, Comparison Costs, and the Economic Theory of the Firm‖ at 

Purdue in May 2006. 
 
Jackson Nickerson:  Presented ―Strategic Management of R&D Pipelines with Co-Specialized Investments 

and Technology Markets‖ at Harvard Business School in April 2006.  
 
______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Honors 

 

ACCOUNTING 

Ron King:  EMBA Class 26 Reid Teacher of the Year (with others). 

 

FINANCE 

Stuart Greenbaum:  Delivered the keynote address entitled Corporate Governance and the Reinvention of 

Finance, at the second biennial conference of FIRS (Financial Intermediation Research Society) held in 
Shanghai, June 2006. 

Stuart Greenbaum:  Awarded  the Society's Lifetime Achievement Award at the second iennial conference 

of FIRS (Financial Intermediation Research Society) held in Shanghai, June 2006. 

Dirk Hackbarth:  "Stock Returns in Mergers and Acquisitions," by D. Hackbarth and E. Morellec, Best 

Conference Paper Award, Annual Meeting of the European Finance Association (EFA), 2006. 
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Dirk Hackbarth:  Best Paper Award at the European Finance Association‘s Annual Meetings (Runner-up 

Prize). 
 
Anjan Thakor:  President, Financial Intermediation Research Society (FIRS), and Co-organizer, FIRS 

Conference, Shanghai, June 2006. 

 

MARKETING 

Dmitri Kuksov:  Winner of the 2005 Frank M. Bass Outstanding Dissertation award  for his paper "Buyer 
Search Costs and Endogenous Product Design" published in Marketing Science 2004, vol. 23(4), pp. 490-

499  
 
Chakravarthi Narasimhan:   Co-chaired the SICS (Summer Institute on Competitive Strategies) 2006 

conference at UC Berkeley 6/26-6/30. 

 

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 

Bill Bottom:  Appointed Associate Editor of the journal Organizational Behavior and Human Decision 
Processes 

 
Bill Bottom:  Appointed to the editorial board of the journal Negotiation and Conflict Management 
Research 

 
Stuart Bunderson:  Appointed to the Editorial Board of the Academy of Management Journal 

 
Stuart Bunderson:  Chaired the committee for selecting the best paper published in the Academy of 
Management Review for 2005 

 
Judi McLean Parks:  ―Skirting the issues:  Performance, perceptions and TMT demographics, with Lyda 

Bigelow, at the 2006 Academy of Management meetings (Entrepreneurship Division), Atlanta, GA.  Winner 
of the Academy of Management Best Paper Award, Entrepreneurship Division. 
 
Ray Sparrowe: ―Two Routes to Influence: Integrating Leader-Member Exchange and Network 

Perspectives,‖ an article written by Ray Sparrowe and Bob Liden, and published in the Administrative 
Science Quarterly, has been voted the best article published in the field of organizational behavior in 2005 
by the Organizational Behavior Division of the Academy of Management. The award will be given at the 
meeting of the Academy of Management in Atlanta, GA in August 2006. 
 
Ray Sparrowe: Appointed to the Editorial Board of the Academy of Management Journal 

 
Ray Sparrowe: Appointed to the Editorial Board of the Negotiation and Conflict Management Research  

 
Ray Sparrowe: Reappointed to the Editorial Board of the Journal of Organizational Behavior 
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OPERATIONS AND MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT 

Sergio Chayet: Reid Teaching award received from the MBA graduating class of 2006.  

Panos Kouvelis: 2005 M&SOM Meritorious Service Award (given by the editor of M&SOM for exceptional 
reviewing services in the M&SOM journal). 

 

 

Events 

 

FINANCE 

Financial Intermediation Research Society Conference, June 1-3, 2006.  The Olin School of Business 

and the University of Pennsylvania, Wharton, co-hosted the second in a series of biennial academic 
conferences on issues related to Financial Intermediation.  The organizing committee consisted of Anjan 
Thakor, Franklin Allen and Elena Carletti.  To read more about the Conference, please go to:  
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/firs/conf/shanghai/index.cfm?action=outline  

Third Annual Conference on Corporate Finance, October 6-7, 2006.   The Olin School of Business and 

the Center for Research in Economics and Strategy (CRES) co-hosted the third annual conference on 
Corporate Finance.  The organizing committee consisted of Armando Gomes, Glenn MacDonald, Todd 
Milbourn and Anjan Thakor.  To read more about the Conference, please go to:  
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/faculty/conferences/corpGov/pdf/Conf_Schedule_06.pdf  

 

OPERATIONS AND MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT 

 

Supply Chain Thought Leaders Roundtable, Olin School of Business, Washington University (July 
27-29,2006). Olin hosted an "by invitation only" of top researchers roundtable following a 10 year tradition of 
prestigious such roundtables hosted previously by Stanford, Harvard, Dartmouth, INSEAD etc.).   Panos 
Kouvelis and Yossi Aviv served as co-organizers.  The roundtable was supported by the BCTIM.   

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.olin.wustl.edu/firs/conf/shanghai/index.cfm?action=outline
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/faculty/conferences/corpGov/pdf/Conf_Schedule_06.pdf
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Workshops 

 

ACCOUNTING 

02/14/06 
  

Michelle Liu, MIT  

"Accruals and Managerial Operating Decisions Over the Firm Life Cycle"   

02/16/06 
  

Tjomme Rusticus, The Wharton School  

"Executive Severance Agreements"   

02/17/06  
  

Weili Ge, University of Michigan 

"Off-balance-sheet activities, earnings persistence and stock prices: Evidence from operating 
leases"   

02/23/06  
  

Susan Kulp, Harvard Business School  

"Transient Institutional Ownership and CEO Contracting"   

03/10/06  
  

Yong Yu, Pennsylvania State University  

"Do Investors Overreact or Underreact to Accruals? A Reexamination of the Accrual Anomaly"   

03/14/06  
  

Laura Yue Li, Tulane University  

"Strategic Forecast Timing: Theory and Evidence"   

03/15/06  Ramji Balakrishnan, University of Iowa  

Balakrishnan031506.pdf  
"Capacity Utilization and Unit Variable Cost: Evidence from California Hospitals"  

03/16/06  
Shane Heitzman, University of Arizona  

"Equity Grants to Target CEOs Prior to Acquisitions"   

03/17/06  
Yan Cao, University of Rochester  

"What Explains the 'Abnormal Accruals' around Equity Carve-outs?"   

03/23/06  
  

Amy Zang, Duke University  

"Evidence on the Tradeoff between Real Manipulation and Accrual Manipulation"   

03/24/06  
  

Tony Davila, University of Navarra, Spain  

"Early-Stage Startup Companies: The Role of Management Accounting in the Evolving Portfolio of 
Management Control Systems"   

03/30/06  
  

David Piercey, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign  

"Reasonably Possible or Substantial Doubt? Documentation Requirements, Persuasion Tactics, 
and Verbal (vs. Numerical) Audit Risk Assessment"   

05/05/06  Wayne Guay, University of Pennsylvania  

Guay.pdf  
"The Role of the Business Press as an Information Intermediary"  

http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=41784
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=41921
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05/31/06 Daniel W. Collins, University of Iowa  

"Seminar #1 with PhD Students"  

05/31/06  Daniel W. Collins, University of Iowa  

The_Effect of Internal Control Deficiencies and Their Remediation on Accrual Quality.pdf  
"Workshop #1"  

06/01/06  Daniel W. Collins, University of Iowa  

"Seminar #2 with PhD Students"  

06/01/06  Daniel W. Collins, University of Iowa  

SOX_404_Advisory_Committee_Report.pdf  
"Roundtable Discussion"  

06/02/06  Daniel W. Collins, University of Iowa  

"Seminar #3 with PhD Students"  

06/02/06  Daniel W. Collins, University of Iowa  

The_Effect of Internal Control Deficiencies on Firm Risk and Cost of Equity Capital.pdf  
"Workshop #2"  

08/03/06  David B. Farber, University of Missouri-Columbia  

Farber_paper.pdf  
"What is the Rationale for Analysts' Treatment of Nonrecurring Items?"  

09/15/06 Christine Botoson, David Eccles School of Business - University of Utah  

"Are Information Attributes Priced?"  

09/22/06  Andrew Leone, Smeal College of Business - Penn State University  

Leone_9-22-2006.pdf  
"Management Intent and CEO and CFO Turnover Around Earnings Restatements: Evidence From 
the Post-Enron Era"  

09/29/06  Raj Mashruwala, Olin School of Business  

Mashruwala.pdf  
"Generic Strategies and Sustainability of Financial Performance"  

10/6/06  Dana Hollie, Bauer College of Business - University of Houston  

Hollie_10-6-06.pdf  
"Earnings Revisions in SEC Filings from Prior Preliminary Announcements"  

 

ECONOMICS 

 

02/15/06 
  

Ichiro Obara, University of California-Los Angeles  

Approximate Implementability with Ex Post Budget Balance  

http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=41944
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=41946
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=41945
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=42067
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=42835
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=42850
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=42886
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02/22/06 
  

Ariel Pakes, Harvard University  

Moment Inequalities and Their Application  

03/06/06 
  

Thomas Hellmann, The University of British Columbia  

The Importance of Trust for Investment: Evidence from Venture Capital (pdf)  

03/15/06 
  

William Fuchs, University of Chicago  

Contracting with Repeated Moral Hazard and Private Evaluations (pdf)  

03/22/06 
  

Ted Bergstrom, University of California-Santa Barbara  

On the Economics of Polygyny (pdf)  

03/24/06 
  

Joel Baum, University of Toronto  

Aspiration Performance and Railroads‘ Patterns of Aspiration Performance and Railroads‘ (doc)  

03/29/06 
  

Yuliy Sannikov, University of California-Berkeley  

Agency Problems, Screening and Increasing Credit Lines  

04/05/06 
  

Wojciech Olszewski, Northwestern University  

Testing Probabilistic Theories  

04/12/06 
  

Marcin Peski, University of Chicago  

Repeated Games with Incomplete Information on One Side: Known Payoff Case (pdf)  

04/14/06 
  

Heather Haveman, Columbia University  

The Winds of Change: The Progress Movement and Bureaucratization of Thrift (doc)  

04/19/06 
  

Phillip Leslie, Stanford University  

Incomplex Alternatives to Mixed Bundling (pdf)  

04/26/06 
  

Jeremy Fox, University of Chicago  

Estimating Matching Games with Transfers  

09/06/06 
  

Chris Taber, Northwestern University  

Estimating the Cream Skimming Effect of Private School Students  

09/11/06 
  

Glenn MacDonald, Washington University in St. Louis  

Do New Competitors, New Cutomers, New Suppliers,... Sustain, Destroy, or Create Competitive 
Advantage?  

09/12/06 
  

Marcus Berliant, Washington University in St. Louis  

Knowledge Creation as a Square Dance on the Hilbert Cube  

09/13/06 
  

Harry Paarsch, University of Iowa  

Bounding Best-Response Violations in Discriminatory Auctions with Private Values (pdf)  

09/18/06 
  

Thomas Hubbard, Northwestern University  

The Return of Knowledge Hierarchies  

09/19/06 
  

Phil Reny, University of Chicago  

On the Existence of Monotone Pure Strategy Equilibria in Bayesian Games  

http://www.olin.wustl.edu/cres/research/calendar/files/BDH-Trust-Draft-Feb20061.pdf
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/cres/research/calendar/files/LastVersion.pdf
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/cres/research/calendar/files/polyg31.pdf
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/cres/research/calendar/files/Baum%20and%20Dahlin%20--%20Train%20Aspirations%2027-01-06.doc
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/cres/research/calendar/files/repeated.pdf
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/cres/research/calendar/files/text2006-03-03.doc
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/cres/research/calendar/files/IncomplexAlternativetoMixedBundling.pdf
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/cres/research/calendar/files/bndbr.pdf
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09/25/06 
  

Steven Postrel, SMU-Cox School of Business  

Multitasking Teams With Variable Complementarity: Exploring Impediments To Capability (pdf)  

09/26/06 
  

Lones Smith, University of Michigan  

Optimal Electoral Timing:  Exercise Wisely and You May Live Longer  

09/27/06 
  

Salvador Navarro, University of Wisconsin-Madison  

Understanding Schooling: Using Observed Choices to Infer Agent's Information in a Dynamic Model 
of Schooling Choice when Consumption Allocation is Subject to Borrowing Constraints (pdf)  

09/28/06 
  

Luciano de Castro, Economia Matemática (Mathematical Economics)-Instituto de Matemática Pura 

e Aplicada  
Affiliation and the Revenue Ranking of Auctions (pdf)  

09/29/06 
  

Peter Arcidiacono, Duke University  

CCP Estimation of Dynamic Discrete Choice Models with Unobserved Heterogeneity  

10/02/06 
  

Peter Thompson, Florida International University  

How Much did the Liberty Shipbuilders Forget? (pdf)  

10/03/06 
  

Luciano de Castro, Economia Matemática (Mathematical Economics)-Instituto de Matemática Pura 

e Aplicada  
Missing Trade and Ambiguity Aversion (pdf)  

10/04/06 
  

Ginger Zhe Jin , University of Maryland  

The Impact of US News Rankings on College Finance  

10/09/06 
  

Richard Makadok , Emory University 

Emory University  
Both Market and Hierarchy: A Multi-Task Synergy Theory of Hybrid Governance Forms (pdf)  

 

FINANCE 

 

03/03/06 Bart Lambrecht,  Lancaster University  

"Debt and Managerial Rents in a Real-Options Model of the Firm"  

03/10/06 
  

Tan Wang, UBC  

TanWang.pdf  
"International Risk Sharing, Investment Restrictions and Asset Prices"  

03/24/06  Eric van den Steen, MIT  

evds_too_motivated.pdf  
"Too Motivated?"  

03/31/06  
  

Gregory Duffee, Berkeley  

duffee_tsmacro.pdf  
"Are Variations in Term Premia Related to the Macroeconomy?"  

http://www.olin.wustl.edu/cres/research/calendar/files/PostrelMultitask2006.pdf
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/cres/research/calendar/files/Navarro.pdf
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/cres/research/calendar/files/Navarro.pdf
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/cres/research/calendar/files/af060921.pdf
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/cres/research/calendar/files/forgetting-1.pdf
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/cres/research/calendar/files/small_double_auctions.pdf
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/cres/research/calendar/files/HybridJuly2006-1.pdf
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=41790
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=41827
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=41855
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09/08/06  Ronnie Sadka, University of Washington - Seattle  

KorajczykSadka-080306.pdf  
"Pricing the Commonality Across Alternative Measures of Liquidity"  

09/15/06  
  

Efraim Benmelech, Harvard  

Usury.pdf  
"The Political Economy of Financial Regulation: Evidence from U.S. State Usury Laws in the 18th 
and 19th Century"  

09/22/06  
  

Sreedhar Bharath, University of Michigan  

―Does Asymmetric Information Drive Capital Structure Decisions?"  

09/29/06  Gordon Phillips, University of Maryland  

New_Era_Hoberg_Phillips.pdf  
"Real and Financial Industry Booms and Busts"  

10/04/06  Darius Palia, Rutgers University  

" Does Better Corporate Governance ³Cause² Better Firm Performance?"  

 

MARKETING 

02/15/06 
 

Wes Hartmann, Stanford University  

"Quantity-Based Price Discrimination Using Frequency Reward Programs"  

02/22/06  
 

Ying Xie, Rutgers University  

Targeted_Communication_Contagion.pdf  
"The Role of Targeted Communication and Contagion in Product Adoption"  

02/24/06  
  

Young-Hoon Park, Cornell University  

"Bayesian Estimation of Bid Sequences in Internet Auctions Using a Generalized Record Breaking 
Model‖ 

03/22/06  Dipankar Chakravarti, Colorado University  

"Channel Negotiations with Information Asymmetries: Contingent Influences of Communication and 
Trustworthiness Reputations"  

04/05/06  Eric Anderson, Northwestern University  

"The Marketing-Operations Interface"  

04/07/06  Rebecca Hamilton, University of Maryland  

"Shifting Mental Construal and Product Preferences by Engaging in a Direct Product Experience"  

04/12/06 
 

Pradeep Chintagunta, University of Chicago  

"The Role of Self Selection and Usage Uncertainty in the Demand for Local Telephone Service"  

04/28/06  George Lowenstein, Carnegie Mellon University  

"Animal Spirits:  Affective and Deliberative Processes in Economic Behavior"  

http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=42464
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=42465
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=42874
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=41627
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05/03/06  Michel Wedel, University of Michigan  

" Optimal Feature Advertising Design Under Competitive Clutter"  

5/19/06  Aradhna Krishna, University of Michigan  

"Timeshare Exchange Mechanisms‖ 

10/04/06  
  

Gulden Ulkumen,  New York University  

"Budgeting Bias: The Effect of Temporal Frames on Budget Estimates"   

10/06/06 
 

Raghunath Rao, University of Minnesota  

"Understanding the Role of Trade-ins in Durable Goods Markets: Theory and Evidence"   

10/11/06  
  

Eric Anderson, Northwestern  

"The Option Value of Returns: Theory and Empirical Evidence"   

10/13/06  
  

Carl Mela, Duke University  

"Online Auction Demand"   

10/26/06  
  

Kelly Haws, University of South Carolina  

"Consumer Spending Self-Control: Conceptual Developments and Applications"   

 

OPERATIONS AND MANUFACTURING MANAGEMENT 

 

02/22/06  
  

Maria Mayorga, University of Michigan  

"Optimal Retail Assortment and Stocking Decisions"  

03/31/06  Ravi Anupindi, University of Michigan  

Anupindi.pdf  
"Capacity Investment Under Postponement Strategies, Market Competition and Demand 
Uncertainty"  

04/21/06  
  

Yehuda Bassok, University of Southern California  

"Inventory Assortment and Substitution Problems"  

05/05/06  
  

Sunil Chopra, Northwestern University  

"When are Stair Step Incentives Appropriate?"  

05/12/06  
  

Candace Yano, University of California - Berkeley  

RiskSC0630.pdf  
"Contracts for Supply Chains With Risk-Constrained Buyers and Sellers"  

05/22/06  
  

Yossi Sheffi, MIT  

"The Resilient Enterprise: Overcoming Vulnerability for Competitive Advantage"  

http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=41854
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=41894
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06/09/06  
  

Canan Savaskan, Northwestern University  

Optimal_Product Return Policies and Information Obfuscation Shulman Coughlan Savaskan.pdf  
"Optimal Product Returns Policies and Information Obfuscation: When Reducing Returns Reduces 
Profit"  

07/27/06  
  

Boeing Center on Technology Information and Manufacturing Management 
Washington University in St. Louis  
SCTL_Program Schedule.pdf  
"Supply Chain Thought Leaders Roundtable"  

07/28/06 
  

Boeing Center on Technology and Manufacturing Management 
Washington University in St. Louis  
SCTL_Program Schedule.pdf  
"Supply Chain Thought Leaders Roundtable"  

07/29/06  
  

Boeing Center on Technology Information and Manufacturing Management 
Washington University in St. Louis  
"Supply Chain Thought Leaders Roundtable"  

09/01/06  
  

Volodymyr Babich, University of Michigan  

CorrelatedDefaultsinSC.pdf  
"Dealing with the risk of supplier bankruptcy: the benefits of diversification and the costs of financial 
subsidies."  

09/15/06  
  

Steven Nahmias, Santa Clara University  

Golf_Handicapping Paper.pdf  
"Meir Rosenblatt Memorial Seminar Series - The USGA Golf Handicapping System: Is it Fair?"  

 

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 

 

03/03/06  
  

Sara Rynes, University of Iowa  

"Across the Academic-Practitioner Divide:  Some Explorations in the Field of Human Resource 
Management" 

04/13/06  Peter Carnevale, New York University  

"Identity Rivalry and the Group Endowment Effect"  

 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=41936
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=41959
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=41957
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=42448
http://www.olin.wustl.edu/fs/acadseminars/downloadPDF.cfm?recNum=42493
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Ph.D. Milestones 
 
 

FINANCE 
 
 
Fenghua Song successfully defended his dissertation ―CEO Longevity and Corporate Performance:  Theory 

and Evidence on the Bright and Dark Sides of Leadership Continuity‖. 
 
 

ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOR 
 
Li Ma, successfully defended his dissertation ―Work-Based Self-Esteem:  Concepts, Theories, and Scale 

Development‖. 
 
Alexandra Mislin,  successfully defended her dissertation, ―Reason Without Passion? The Role of Social 

Factors in Generating Trust and Cooperation‖.  One of the papers from her dissertation was awarded a 
―Best Papers‖ designation and will be part of the proceedings for the upcoming Academy of Management 
meeting. She will be starting a position as an assistant professor at the State University of New York at 
Buffalo in the Fall.  
 
Sammy Showail successfully defended his dissertation ―Foreign workers and their sources of adjustment:  

the role of supervisor and spouse support‖. 
 
 


